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ABSTRACT Human transthyretin (TTR) is an amyloidogenic protein. The pathway of TTR amyloid formation has been
proposed based on lines of evidence: TTR tetramer ﬁrst dissociates into native monomers, which is shown to be a rate-limiting
step in the formation of ﬁbrils. Subsequently, the monomeric species partially unfold to form the aggregation intermediates.
Once such intermediates are formed, the following self-assembly process is a downhill polymerization. Hence, tertiary structural
changes within the monomers after the dissociation are essential for the amyloid formation. These tertiary structural changes
can be facilitated by partial denaturation. To probe the conformational changes under the partially denaturing conditions, ﬁve
independent trajectories were collected for the wild-type (WT) and its pathogenic variants at 300 and 350 K, resulting in
simulations that totaled 59 ns. Under these conditions, L55P variant is more labile than the wild-type and V30M variant. We
have observed that the D strand of WT-TTR is trapped in two local minima: the native conformation and the amyloidogenic fold
that resembles the surface loop of residues 54–55 of L55P variant. In the tetrameric state, the F strand is bent with large
separations at the F-F9 interface. This strand becomes ﬂatter in the monomeric state, which may facilitate the formation of new
F-F9 interface with possible prolonged hydrogen bonds and/or shift in b-strand register in the ﬁbril state. During the unfolding
process, the anticorrelated motion between the strands H and G as well as the strands H and A pulls the H strand out of the
inner sheet plane, leading to a more twisted inner sheet. Our simulation has provided important detailed structural information
about the partially unfolded state of TTR that may be related to the amyloidogenic intermediates.
INTRODUCTION
Accumulation of amyloid ﬁbrils in tissues or extracellular
matrix is the hallmark of amyloid diseases such as
Alzheimer’s disease and the systemic amyloidoses (for
example, immunoglobulin-light-chain diseases and the
familial amyloid polyneuropathies that are associated with
transthyretin). Up to date, ;20 human proteins have been
found to form amyloid ﬁbrils in vivo (1). These proteins can
be divided into two categories based on whether the amyloid
ﬁbrils can be converted from a full-length amyloidogenic
protein or a fragment of a large precursor protein. For
example, Alzheimer’s ﬁbrils are formed from amyloid-b
peptide, a fragment of amyloid precursor protein; whereas,
human transthyretin (TTR) belongs to the category of full-
length amyloidogenic protein; however, this does not
exclude the fact that TTR ﬁbrils also contain fragments of
protein (2). It is likely that these two categories follow dif-
ferent pathways of ﬁbril formation.
In this work, we focus on TTR, which is a plasma protein
responsible for the transportation of thyroid hormone. It also
binds to retinol-binding protein that in turn associates with
vitamin A. The structures of the wild-type and various
amyloidogenic single-site mutants have been determined by
high-resolution x-ray crystallography (3–5). The native state
of TTR is a homotetramer with eight b-strands organized
into two sheets, giving rise to a b-sandwich (3) (Fig. 1 a).
The eight b-strands are named from A to H and arranged
into inner (DAGH) sheet and outer (CBEF) sheet. Two
monomeric units form a dimer via extensive hydrogen bonds
between the two adjacent H (residues Ser-115–Thr-123)
strands and F (residues Ala-91–Ala-97) strands from each
monomer (Fig. 1 b). There are ﬁve main-chain-main-chain
hydrogen bonds between the adjacent H strands, whereas the
two F strands are separated more widely, as a result, only two
hydrogen bonds (between Glu-89 and Val-94) are formed
directly through the main-chain interactions. The remaining
hydrogen bonding interactions involve water bridges. Two
dimers are related by a crystallographic twofold axis to give
a tetramer. A central channel wrapped around by the DAGH
(inner) sheets runs through the center of the tetramer and
accommodates thyroxin molecules.
The pathway of TTR amyloid formation has been pro-
posed based on lines of evidence: TTR tetramer ﬁrst
dissociates into native monomers, which is shown to be a
rate-limiting step in the formation of ﬁbrils (6–8). Sub-
sequently, the monomeric species partially unfold to form
the aggregation intermediates. Once such intermediates are
formed, the following self-assembly process is a downhill
polymerization (9). Tetramer dissociation into monomers is
necessary but not sufﬁcient to initiate ﬁbril formation because
native monomers are nonamyloidogenic unless it is partially
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denatured (10). Therefore, further tertiary structural changes
within the monomers are required. These tertiary structural
changes can be facilitated either by partial denaturation (e.g.,
lowering the pH or the dielectric constant of the medium)
(8,11) or by single-point mutation. At pH 7.5 and 37C, both
L55P-TTR (Leu-55/Pro) and V30M-TTR (Val-30/Met)
form amyloid protoﬁbrils after two months of incubation,
however, V30M-TTR exhibits much smaller amount of
protoﬁbrils. By contrast, the wild-type is stable and nonamy-
loidogenic under the same conditions (12).
The comparison of all TTR crystal structures available in
the protein data bank including amyloidogenic variants has
led to the conclusion that the structural discrepancies be-
tween the wild-type and its variants are nonsigniﬁcant (13).
However, our molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have
revealed substantial differences in the dynamic features of
native tetrameric state between the wild-type and its patho-
genic variants (14). Our results have shown that the D strand
is an intrinsically unstable site, which is consistent with the
observation of recent x-ray data that the D strand is trapped in
two discrete conformations (15,16). The L55P mutation oc-
curred in the D strand results in not only signiﬁcant local
structural changes but also large global conformational
changes in the inner sheets that wrap around the central
channel, leading to the opening/closing ﬂuctuation of the
channel (14). Our previous simulations on the native mono-
mers under physiological conditions have demonstrated that
the secondary structural integrity of the inner sheet is
disrupted starting from the ‘‘edge strand’’, the D strand
(17). This may lead to the initiation of the ﬁbril formation. To
further explore tertiary structural changes within monomers
under partially denaturing condition, we performed multiple
MD simulations using generalized Born model (18) at 350 K
at neutral pH. These simulations can model localized
temperature ﬂuctuations in vivo that may occur under free-
radical oxidation or inﬂammation. The purpose of our
simulation is to capture the initial steps of conformational
change that may trigger the amyloidogenicity under neutral
pH. Furthermore, to completely understand the mutation-
dependent differential amyloidogenesis, one needs to in-
vestigate the inﬂuence of mutation not only on the tetrameric
native state but also the monomeric state. In other words,
besides the thermodynamic and/or kinetic destabilization of
TTR tetramers by single-pointmutations, the increased aggre-
gation of mutants may also result from mutations that either
slow down folding or accelerate unfolding. Based on the
spectroscopic analyses and proteolysis sensitivity studies
(19,20), the monomeric intermediates in the amyloid forma-
tion are in a partially unfolded state with signiﬁcant native-
like residual structure. Full denaturation (for example, 2 #
pH # 3.5) leads to a molten globular state instead of
aggregation (19). MD simulations can complement the
experimental data to provide detailed structural information
for components of the partially unfolded ensemble. Simula-
tions at mildly elevated temperature are appropriate to en-
hance the sampling in the vicinity of the native-like state.
When we performed the unfolding simulations under severer
denaturing conditions, 400 K, both wild-type and amyloido-
genic variants unfold so quickly that we could not obtain any
insights into the mutation-dependent amyloidogenic poten-
tial (data are not shown). Therefore, in this work, we focus on
the simulations at 300 and 350 K. The simulations at 300 K
not only serve as controls, but also provide important infor-
mation about the ﬂexibility under physiological conditions.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Protocols of MD/GB simulations
The starting point of each simulation is the monomeric form extracted from
the x-ray structures (1DVQ, wild-type (21); 1TTC, V30M-TTR (4); and
FIGURE 1 (a) Three-dimensional structure of WT-TTR (PDB entry,
1DVQ) in the dimeric form. The eight b-strands are named from A to H. The
inner sheet (DAGH) is shown in the front whereas the outer sheet (CBEF) is
in the back. (b) Schematic representation of the main-chain hydrogen bonds
within WT-TTR monomer as well as at the monomer-monomer interface.
The two mutation sites, L55 and V30, are in bold. Arrows point from the
hydrogen bond donor to the acceptor.
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5TTR, L55P-TTR(5)). The AMBER program (22) and modiﬁed parm99
force ﬁeld (23) were employed to perform the MD simulations. It was found
that the reﬁtted main-chain dihedral angles gave better agreement with the ab
initio relative energies of alanine tetrapeptide conformation (23). To enhance
sampling and speed up the simulations, we used the generalized Born (GB)
solvation model implemented in AMBER 7 to describe the aqueous
environment (24). The GB model has shown promising performance in
various biomolecular systems (24–27). Because GB describes the in-
stantaneous solvent dielectric response, it eliminates the time-consuming
step of water reorganization. In addition, due to the lack of viscosity
associated with explicit water molecules, the simulation may quickly
converge or explore more conformation space. The drawback of this model
is that the simulated events take place on a faster timescale than the explicit
water MD simulation. Although the water friction is spatially anisotropic,
the unfolding trajectories of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 with implicit solvation
model without friction term showed similar behaviors to the simulations
with explicit water model (28) because the low (free) energy intermediate
states had high populations no matter which solvation model was used.
Therefore, implicit solvent is a useful way to study dynamics. The modiﬁed
parm99 force ﬁeld combined with the newly optimized GB parameters has
been tested on various protein systems (24). Following the designation of
Case and co-workers, we used parm99MOD2, GBOBC(I), mBondi2 model
(24). After 1000-step minimization, the system was heated slowly from zero
to 300 K with the rate of 100 K/5 ps. Additional 5 ps were used to heat the
system from 300 to 350K. The time step was 1 fs. The temperature of the
system was regulated using the Berendsen coupling algorithm (29) with
a coupling constant of 1.0 ps. The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain
the bond length involving H atoms (30). The long-range interaction was
truncated at 15 A˚. A restraint with force constant equal to 5.0 kcal/(mol A˚2)
was added to ensure that the protein conformation is close to the x-ray
structure during the heating process. During the equilibration, we gradually
reduced the restraint force constant to 3.0 kcal/(mol A˚2), 1.0 kcal/(mol A˚2),
and 0.1 kcal/(mol A˚2) every 50 ps. After then, a trajectory was collected for
1.8 ns without restraints. The overall center-of-mass translational and rota-
tional motions were removed every 50 steps. Five independent trajectories
were collected for each of the wild-type and mutant proteins at 300 and 350
K, resulting in simulations that totaled 54 ns.
Methods of the trajectory analysis
Unfolding yield
We analyzed the secondary structure using the DSSP method (31). The
progression of partially unfolding was monitored by the loss of secondary
structure content in the inner sheet, DAGH sheet. If a given snapshot loses
.40% secondary structure content in the inner sheet, we consider it is in
a partially unfolded state. The outer sheet, CBEF sheet, maintains .80%
secondary structure content during all of the simulations at 350 K; therefore,
we did not include this region for the purpose of monitoring the progression
of partially unfolding. We deﬁned unfolding yield as follows Y% ¼
Nunfold=Ntotal, where Ntotal is the total number of snapshots of a given trajectory
and Nunfold is the number of snapshots in the partially unfolded states.
b-sheet bending and twisting
The local bend angle is deﬁned by the angle between the major axes (e~i) of
strand residues from i to i 1 2 and residues from i 1 1 to i 1 3 (32). Each
residue was represented by three main-chain atoms: N, Ca, and C. Principal
component analysis (PCA) (33) was applied to obtain the major axis of three
consecutive residues. This major axis represents the best line through the
main-chain strand atoms from the N- to C-terminus. To describe the relative
orientation of the inner and outer sheet, we employed PCA to obtain the
principal plane of each sheet. The plane is deﬁned by the major axis and the
minor axis orthogonal to the former. The major axis of the inner sheet was
projected to the principal plane of the outer sheet so that the angle formed by
the major axis of the outer sheet and the projected axis of the other sheet
describes the relative orientation between these sheets. The main-chain C,
Ca, and N atoms are included for this calculation. We measured the sheet
twisting using the interstrand pair method (34). Because CBEF sheet is
antiparallel, for both hydrogen-bonded and nonhydrogen-bonded pairs, the
twist angle is deﬁned as the angle formed by the backbone direction vectors
of one interstrand pair. For example, residues i and j are located in two
adjacent strands and form a pair of main-chain hydrogen bonds. The
backbone direction vector of residue i is deﬁned as a vector starting at the
middle point of the peptide bond between residues i 1 and i and pointing to
the middle point of the peptide bond between residues i and i 1 1. The
average value of the twist angle indicates the overall twist of the sheet. An
alternative way to deﬁne the overall twist is to use the angle calculated from
the dot product of the major axes of the edge strands. The PCA method is
used to calculate the principal axis for each edge strand.
Isotropically distributed ensemble analysis
We performed isotropically distributed ensemble (IDE) analyses (35) to
characterize the concertedmolecularmotions of thewild-type and its variants.
Details of the method have been described previously (35). For completion
and clariﬁcation, we brieﬂy state the computational protocol here. First, for
a protein containing n Ca atoms, we constructed an n 3 n matrix P with
elements Pij ¼ 1=3Æri  rjæ where ri is the position vector of Ca atom i
originated from the protein center of mass. The angular bracket denotes
averaging over the trajectory. Because the off-diagonal elements correspond
tomotional covariance, the cross-correlation coefﬁcient (rij) of themotions of
atom i and j is deﬁned as rij [ Pij=ðPiiPjjÞ1=2. In this calculation,we used only
Ca atom to represent a residue. If rij¼ 1, theCa atoms of the two residues i and
j are motionally highly correlated. In contrast, rij ¼ 1 indicates strong
anticorrelated motion. Second, when diagonalizing P we obtain one zero
eigenvalue, which reﬂects the removal of the overall translational motion. For
a globular protein, the remaining n  1 eigenvalues are positive with the
largest three corresponding to overall rotational motion whereas the rest
correspond to internal motions. An orthogonal set of 3n-dimensional vectors
can be constructed from the n-dimensional eigenvectors using P~i;1 ¼~pi5e~1;
P~i;2 ¼~pi5e~2;P~i;3 ¼~pi5e~3 where~e1;~e2, and~e3 form an orthogonal basis in
three-dimensional space. To visualize the motion along a mode~pi , we ﬁrst
project a snapshot R(t) onto the given eigenmode P~i;j using ai;jðtÞ ¼ P~i;j
RðtÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; 3. An ‘‘end-point’’ structure is generated by R9ðtÞ ¼ RðtÞ1~Vi
where ~Vi ¼ +3j¼1 ai;jðtÞ~Pi;j by setting time t ¼ 0.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Relative stability of the wild-type TTR and
its variants
Because the tertiary structural change of TTR monomers is
the ﬁrst step toward ﬁbril formation, it is crucial to char-
acterize these conformational changes at the atomic level.
Molecular dynamics simulation complements experimental
approaches to probe the conformational changes. Five inde-
pendent trajectories were collected for each of the wild-type
and mutant proteins at 300 and 350 K, resulting in
simulations that totaled 54 ns.
The average root mean-square deviations (RMS) from the
initial structure over the trajectories as well as the maximum
RMS deviation are listed in Table 1. For the simulations at
300 K, it can be seen that the mean RMS deviations of the
MD/GB and explicit water simulations are similar, although
the latter gave rise to slightly smaller value. Our WT-TTR
RMS deviations at 300 K are signiﬁcantly smaller than those
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reported by Daggett et al. (Fig. 2 c of Armen et al. (36)) at
neutral pH and 310 K. This may be due to the difference in
the force ﬁelds and the starting structure, given that the
temperature effect is small. The large deviations of our
simulation were found in the a-helical region and almost all
of the loops except CD loop. We have consistently seen large
RMS deviations in the a-helical region and the loop con-
necting to it in our simulations of monomers and tetramers in
explicit water (14,17). The AB loop and GH loop are
involved in the dimer-dimer interface in the tetrameric form.
It is not surprising to see these regions drifting away from the
x-ray tetrameric structure after dissociation. The BC loop,
helix-F loop, and FG loop exhibit large B-factor in the x-ray
structure of the wild-type and V30M-TTR (4), suggesting
FIGURE 2 (a) Unfolding pathway of WT-TTR trajectory II at 350 K. (a) Initial structure. The DAGH sheet is in the front whereas the CBEF sheet is in the
back. (b) The 800-ps snapshot. Major conformational changes are in the loop regions with some minor changes in the H strand. The original D strand becomes
a surface loop. (c) The 1200-ps snapshot. The D strand that adopts a loop conformation separates from the core of the protein. (d) The 1800-ps snapshot. Most
of the A, G, and H strands are disrupted. The inner sheet and outer sheet lose signiﬁcant amount of native contacts. (b) The ﬁnal snapshot of the continued 5-ns
run of L55P-TTR trajectory II at 350 K. No a-sheet is formed. The outer (CBEF) sheet is intact whereas the inner (DAGH) sheet is severely disrupted. A shift in
the b-strand D is illustrated. This three-residue shift along the upstream protein main chain, Leu-58–Thr-60, resembles ‘‘the b-slip’’ observed in the highly
amyloidogenic TTR triple mutant G53S/E54D/L55S-TTR (45).
TABLE 1 RMS deviation of main-chain atoms and the yield of unfolding
WT-TTR V30M-TTR L55P-TTR
300 K 300 K 300 K
Trajectory Mean SD Maximum Y% Mean SD Maximum Y% Mean SD Maximum Y%
TIP3P 1.4 0.2 2.1 1.3 0.2 1.9 1.5 0.2 2.1
GB I 1.8 0.4 2.9 3.2 1.8 0.2 2.5 0.4 1.8 0.2 2.3 2.4
II 1.6 0.2 2.3 0.7 1.9 0.2 2.8 0.1 1.9 0.3 2.6 3.3
III 1.5 0.2 2.3 0.2 1.9 0.2 2.5 0.2 1.8 0.2 2.5 1.7
IV 1.8 0.2 2.5 1.7 1.8 0.2 2.4 1.0 1.7 0.2 2.6 2.1
V 2.1 0.2 2.9 2.1 1.9 0.2 2.4 0.1 2.1 0.4 3.4 9.2
Average 1.7 0.3 2.9 1.6 1.8 0.2 2.8 0.4 1.8 0.3 3.4 3.8
350 K 350 K 350 K
GB I 2.4 0.6 3.5 6.3 2.6 0.4 4.0 3.2 3.4 1.0 5.8 55.1
II 3.2 1.1 5.9 37.5 3.3 0.8 5.7 11.8 2.5 0.6 4.5 19.6
III 2.4 0.5 3.8 10.3 2.7 0.4 4.1 2.1 3.5 0.5 5.4 29.1
IV 3.5 0.5 4.7 13.9 2.3 0.3 3.3 1.4 3.5 0.6 5.1 71.8
V 2.9 0.4 4.7 32.3 2.6 0.4 4.0 3.4 4.2 1.9 11.1 76.6
Average 2.9 0.8 5.9 20.1 2.7 0.6 5.7 4.4 3.4 1.2 11.1 50.4
The mean RMSD, standard deviation (SD) of RMSD, and the maximum RMSD are listed in units of A˚. Y% is the yield of unfolding. The ﬁve independent
MD/GB trajectories are named from I to V. The data of the explicit water MD simulations denoted as TIP3P are from Yang et al. (17).
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that these loops are labile. We also see large RMS ﬂuctua-
tions in these regions (data are not shown), which is con-
sistent with the x-ray data.
We conducted the unfolding simulations at 350 K. The
structures drifted further away from the native state relative
to the 300-K simulations, as shown in Table 1. However, not
all trajectories lead to partially unfolded states. As deﬁned in
the section of computational methods, a given snapshot is
considered to be in a partially unfolded state if it loses.40%
secondary structure content in the inner sheet. For the wild-
type, 37.5% and 32.3% snapshots are partially unfolded in
trajectory II and V at 350 K (Table 1) with the maximum
RMS deviation reaching 5.9 and 4.7 A˚, respectively. Other
trajectories have not shown apparent unfolding behaviors.
Although the simulations on V30M-TTR at the elevated
temperature result in overall similar RMS deviation to the
wild-type, none of the trajectories of V30M variant shows
obvious unfolding behaviors. Large RMS deviations are
mostly seen in the a-helical region and loops rather than the
b-sandwich region. The most unstable trajectory, trajectory
II, only yields 11.8% unfolded snapshots throughout the
simulation. In contrast to V30M-TTR, three of ﬁve trajec-
tories of L55P-TTR unfold at 350 K with the maximum
RMS deviation up to 11.1 A˚ in trajectory V (Table 1). The
unfolding yields are 55.1, 71.8, and 76.6% for trajectory I,
IV, and V, respectively. On average, L55P-TTR simulations
resulted in 50.4% unfolding yield, whereas, the simulations
on the wild-type and V30M gave rise to 20.1 and 4.4%
unfolding yield, respectively. These unfolding simulations
demonstrate that L55P-TTR monomer is much more labile
than the wild-type and V30M-TTR monomers.
The thermodynamics and kinetics data of TTR tetramers
have illustrated that the L55P mutation not only destabilizes
the tetrameric native state but also lowers the barrier of
tetramer dissociation into monomers (8). In this work, we
further reveal that this mutation also destabilizes the mono-
meric state, explaining why this mutation exhibits severe
pathology. However, predictions on the relative stability
based on the unfolding yield have to be made with caution
because the statistics may not be enough. The previous
simulations on both the tetrameric and monomeric forms of
TTR in explicit water at 300 K have shown similar ﬂexibility
of the wild-type and V30M variant (14,17). However, in this
work, the unfolding of V30M-TTR monomer seems more
resistant to the elevated temperature than the wild-type. The
V30M disease phenotype is milder than that of L55P. The
denaturation energetics and kinetics data have shown that
the tetrameric native state of V30M-TTR is less stable than
the wild-type; in contrast, the dissociation rate of V30M-
TTR tetramer into monomers is slower than the wild-type,
suggesting that its barrier of dissociation is higher than the
wild-type (8). An engineered V30M-TTR monomer exhibits
substantially faster aggregation than the wild-type monomer
(37). Combining these facts with our simulations, we suspect
that the mild phenotype of V30M-TTR may be mainly due to
the fast rate of aggregation after the amyloidogenic inter-
mediates are formed rather than the thermodynamics and
kinetics of the tetrameric or monomeric states.
The details on the secondary structure analysis along the
trajectories are shown in Table 2. The outer sheet, CBEF
sheet, maintains .80% of its native secondary structure
throughout the simulations. The B and C strands keep even
.90% b-sheet contents. However, the inner sheet, DAGH
sheet, maintains lower native secondary structure contents
than the outer sheet, especially the D and H strands.
Speciﬁcally, the D strand of the wild-type maintains 65.6 and
43.6% native secondary structure at 300 and 350 K,
respectively. The secondary structure content of the H strand
of the wild-type is lowered to 70.4% at 350 K. The V30M
variant contains slightly higher b-sheet content in the H
strand than the wild-type at the elevated temperature. Its
secondary structure content within the D strand is lowered to
78.4% at 350 K. The higher temperature simulations of L55P
variant yields increasing loss of b-sheet content in the inner
sheet. Speciﬁcally, the A, G, and H strands contain only
69.9, 74.9, and 61.6% native secondary structure content,
respectively. In addition, the a-helical region also exhibits
signiﬁcant loss of secondary structure content, only 66.6 and
65.5% of a-helical content is preserved at 300 and 350 K,
respectively. The analysis on the secondary structure
stability of the monomeric TTR simulations support our
previous simulation results on the native tetrameric forms,
where we have identiﬁed unstable sites, the D strands and the
a-helical region as well as the strands at the monomer-
monomer interface (strands H-H9 and F-F9) (14). Overall,
L55P variant preserved only 77 and 71% native secondary
structure content during the simulations at 300 and 350 K,
respectively, whereas, the wild-type and V30M variant
maintain at least 10% higher than that of L55P-TTR. The
secondary structure analysis demonstrates that the mono-
meric form of L55P-TTR is less stable than that of the wild-
type and V30M variant. Recently, Walsh and co-workers has
TABLE 2 Secondary structure analysis
300 K 350 K
Strand WT V30M L55P WT V30M L55P
A 96.9 98.3 95.5 84.3 93.8 69.9
B 98.2 98.5 99.2 96.4 95.9 96.7
C 95.2 94.5 98.4 93.0 94.6 92.8
D 65.6 97.3 3.4 43.6 78.4 16.3
E 88.7 86.9 84.4 88.4 84.3 81.2
Helix 80.7 94.3 66.6 82.3 83.1 65.5
F 92.0 89.7 83.5 90.8 86.8 80.4
G 93.2 98.6 86.4 85.5 92.8 74.9
H 81.9 86.4 78.2 70.4 77.5 61.6
Average 88.0 93.8 77.3 81.6 87.5 71.0
The percentage of b-sheet or a-helix content averaged over all the
trajectories at 300 and 350 K. The a-helix is from Asp-74 to Ala-81. The
residue range of b-sheets is illustrated in Fig. 1 b. Residues 54–56 belong to
a surface loop in L55P-TTR (5).
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monitored the temperature-dependent far-ultraviolet and
near-ultraviolet circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy of
WT-TTR (38). They have detected small, partially reversible
changes in the b-sheet and a-helical region along with major
irreversible changes in the loop regions from 75 to 95C.
Minor changes were observed before 75C. Their observa-
tion is in line with our secondary structure analysis during
the partial unfolding process at 350 K.
In Fig. 2 a, we present some snapshots along trajectory II
of WT-TTR. This trajectory represents a typical unfolding
process. During the ﬁrst 800 ps, the conformation remains
nativelike, but after then, the protein undergoes dramatic
conformational changes in the following order: 1), the D
strand becomes a surface loop and moves apart from the A
strand; 2), the H strand becomes shorter, but still keeps good
contact with the G strand; 3), the C strand undergoes
signiﬁcant breaking and reforming and, meanwhile, the
original D strand that is the current CDE loop, moves closer
to the C strand; and 4), the two b-sheets lose most of the
native packings. However, the outer sheet, CBEF, maintains
native-like conformation although the C strand undergoes
breaking/reforming ﬂuctuations. Our results are consistent
with earlier spectroscopic data (19) that suggested that the
C-strand-loop-D-strand rearrangement led to the formation
of a monomeric amyloidogenic intermediate. Recent NMR
results also revealed that the C and D strands dislocated from
their native edge region in the ﬁbril formation (39). These
unfolding simulations support early speculations of the
initial conformational changes (toward the amyloid forma-
tion) that the separation of the D strand from the core of the
protein initiates the conformational changes that could
facilitate amyloidogenesis (40,41).
Inspired by the work of Daggett et al. (36,42), which
captured the preﬁbrillar amyloidogenic intermediate, an
a-pleated sheet, based on the molecular dynamics simu-
lations of unfolding of TTR, we searched for transient a-sheet
intermediates. However, no obvious a-sheet was found in
our simulations either at 300 or 350 K. For the wild-type, this
is consistent with their simulation results at neutral pH (36).
However, for the L55P variant, we expected to observe
transient a-sheet intermediates at neutral pH because this
variant is amyloidogenic under physiological conditions. In
fact, we only found that Ala-120 and Val-121 in the H strand
adopted aR and aL conformation simultaneously in 32 of
1800 snapshots of L55P-TTR trajectory II. But none of these
32 snapshots exhibits bifurcated hydrogen bonds. We con-
tinued to collect this trajectory for another 5 ns, hoping to
observe the formation of a-sheet. However, no a-sheet was
observed yet, instead the inner (DAGH) sheet is severely
disrupted (Fig. 2 b). It is unlikely that the apart strands can
move back to form a-sheet in a longer simulation. We
suspect that the difference in the balance of the main-chain
dihedral angle and the electrostatic interaction between
ENCAD (43) and parm99MOD2/GB (23,24,44) may result
in the discrepancy between our simulation and Daggett’s
work. Interestingly, we observed a shift in the b-strand D
(Glu-54–Leu-55 in the native structure) along the upstream
protein main chain to Leu-58–Thr-60, resembling ‘‘the
b-slip’’ observed in the highly amyloidogenic TTR triple
mutant G53S/E54D/L55S-TTR (45).
The wild-type conformation of D strand
is trapped in two local minima
The D strand (residues 54–55) was identiﬁed as one of the
unstable sites based on our structural and dynamic analysis
on the native tetramers (14). To characterize the local confor-
mational changes upon unfolding, we calculated the dihedral
angle of residue 55 and presented the Ramachandran plot in
Fig. 3 a. At 300 K, residue 55 of the wild-type adopts two
conformations, antiparallel b-sheet (f near 139 and u
near 135 (42)) and PII(L) (f near 79 and u near 149
(42)), among which the antiparallel b-sheet conformation
dominates. For the simulation conducted at 350 K, the most
populated state is shifted from the antiparallel b-sheet to the
PII(L) conformation. In contrast, the D strand of V30M variant
adopts only one conformation, the antiparallel b-sheet, at
300 K. This conformation still dominates at 350 K even
though the PII(L) conformation was sampled to some extent.
FIGURE 3 (a) Ramachandran plot of residue 55 and the distribution
curves of the f and u angles of this residue in the sampled conformations at
300 and 350 K. The wild-type, V30M-TTR, and L55P-TTR are in black,
red, and green, respectively. (b) Distribution of Ca distance between Val-14
and Leu-55 (Pro-55 in L55P-TTR). The solid and dotted lines represent the
simulations at 300 and 350 K, respectively.
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The D strand of L55P variant adopts the PII(L) conformation
at both 300 and 350 K.
In addition to the dihedral angle of residue 55, we also
calculated the Ca distance between Leu-55 and Val-14 to
describe the separation of the D strand from the A strand
(Fig. 3 b). A pair of main-chain hydrogen bonds between
Leu-55 and Val-14 is present in the wild-type crystal struc-
ture. These hydrogen bonds are disrupted by the Leu-55–Pro
mutation, leading to a movement of residues 54–55 away
from the core of the b-sandwich. We observed that the wild-
type exhibited a characteristic two-peak distribution at both
300 and 350 K. At 300 K, the large peak is located near 5.4
A˚, which is the normal distance between the D and A strands
in the crystal structure and the hydrogen bonds (Leu-
55(NH,O)–Val-14(O,NH)) are well maintained. This con-
formation is corresponding to the well-deﬁned D strand. The
second peak is at 7.4 A˚, related to a disrupted D strand,
where the hydrogen bonds are not presented. The distribu-
tion becomes broader at higher temperature. However, the
L55P and V30M variants only exhibit one-peak distribution.
For V30M-TTR, the peak is situated near the large peak of
the wild-type, whereas the peak of L55P is located in the
vicinity of the small peak of the wild-type in which case
residues 54–55 belong to a surface loop and move away from
the A strand. When the temperature is increased, the
distributions are broader and the peaks shift to the right. It
is apparent that the conformations of the D strand of the wild-
type sampled in our simulation are trapped in two
conformations, a well-deﬁned D strand and a disrupted D
strand. The disrupted D strand of the wild-type was also ob-
served in the crystal structure solved in the P21 space group
(15), whereas in the crystal structure of WT-TTRP21212, the
D strand is well deﬁned (21). Our simulations show that both
conformations are thermally accessible at 300 K, moreover,
as temperature increases, the transition toward the disrupted
D strand is favored. The D strand of the most amyloidogenic
variant, L55P-TTR, is completely disrupted. The leucine to
proline mutation may have pushed this mutant one step
ahead of the wild-type and other mutants toward the amylo-
idogenic intermediates, provided that the C-strand-loop-D
strand rearrangement is the ﬁrst conformational change
along the pathway of amyloid formation. This result supports
earlier speculation that the disruption of the secondary
structural integrity through the disorder of the ‘‘edge strand’’
might trigger amyloidogenesis (17,40,41).
Geometry of the b-sheets
When we analyzed the change of intersheet Ca distances
with respect to the x-ray structure, we found a common
feature for the wild-type and its variants at all temperatures:
residues Val-94–Thr-96 located in the F strand moves closer
to the inner sheet. As the temperature increases to 350 K,
these residues shifted toward the inner sheet up to 2 A˚ closer
than those of the corresponding crystal structure (data are not
shown). In the x-ray structures, the F strand bends toward the
solvent in the region of Val-94–Thr-96. This observation
inspired us to systematically analyze the geometric charac-
ters of each protein in terms of the local bend angle of each
strand, the sheet twist, and the relative b-sheet orientation. If
the extended strand conformation follows a perfect line, the
local bend angles will be zero along the strand. However,
bending is a pervasive structural distortion. As seen in Fig. 4,
the C strand seems to exhibit the largest local bend; however,
it is resulted from a b-bulge at Phe-44–Ala-45. The least
distorted strand is the B strand with the largest bend angle
,10. The N-terminus of the E strand is bent, whereas the
rest of the strand is quite linear. Except the C strand, the B, E,
and F strands become ﬂatter with the increase of temperature.
Particularly, the three of four local bend angles of the F
strand become smaller during the simulation of monomers at
300 and 350 K than those of the native tetrameric state for
both the wild-type and its variants. Namely, the F strand
becomes ﬂatter in the monomeric state. This strand is at the
monomer-monomer interface in the native tetrameric form.
The secondary structure of this strand is well maintained
during the simulations both at 300 and 350 K as seen in
Table 2. Therefore, this change in strand geometry is due to
tetramer dissociation into monomer, instead of secondary
structural changes. Recent D-H exchange studies of TTR
native state and ﬁbrillar state have revealed the difference in
the solvent protection factor for the residues in the F strand
(39,46). A signiﬁcant protection was observed for residues
94 and 96 in the ﬁbrillar state (39); in contrast, these residues
FIGURE 4 Local bend angle of the outer sheet. The average structures of
simulation are compared with the native structure (NAT).
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are relatively unprotected in the native state (46), although
a pair of hydrogen bonds between Glu-89 and Val-94 at the
F-F9 interface were detected in the x-ray structure (21).
Based on the D-H exchange pattern of TTR ﬁbrils, Oloffsson
et al. proposed a native-like intermolecular association
between strands F-F9 and H-H9 with a possible prolongation
of these b-strands and possible shift in b-strand register in
the ﬁbrillar state (39). Earlier site-directed spin-labeling
results also indicated that in the ﬁbril state, the F and F9
interface was largely unchanged or even somewhat strength-
ened (47). We suspect that the ﬂatter conformation of the F
strand in the monomeric form may facilitate the formation of
a novel intermolecular interface with a shift in b-strand
register between F and F9 in the ﬁbril state.
The sheet twist was calculated using interstrand pair
method (34). If the sheet is a perfect plane, all of the twist
angles should be zero. If the sheet is twisted to a certain
degree, we expect to obtain a uniform twist angle for all pairs
of the interstrand direction vector. The average twist angle
observed in the Protein Data Bank is;15 (34). However, if
sheet twisting is accompanied by bending, a large twist angle
may result from both effects. The common feature we have
seen in the outer sheet (Fig. 5) is that the strands E and F in
the monomeric state twist more uniformly than those in the
tetrameric native state. The signiﬁcant differences between
the monomeric state and the tetrameric state are seen in the
interstrand pairs of Ile-68/Thr-96 and Lys-70/Val-94. A large
bending occurs from Val-94 to Thr-96 in the F strand. As the
F strand becomes less bent in the monomeric state as shown
in Fig. 4, the twist angles appear uniform across the E and F
strands. Overall, the F strand in the monomeric state is ﬂatter,
but the E and F strands are slightly more twisted by 2–3 than
the tetrameric state. We also list the overall sheet twist
calculated using the PCA method in Table 3. Even though
the PCA and interstrand pair methods gave different values
of sheet twisting, both methods show a similar trend in that
the outer sheet is more twisted in the monomeric state than
the native state and the twist angle increases with temper-
ature. Because the interstrand pair method only applies to the
well-deﬁned b-sheet, we calculated the twist angle of the
inner sheet using the PCA method only. As listed in Table 3,
the inner sheet exhibits a similar trend as the outer sheet in
that it becomes more twisted in the monomeric state and as
temperature increases.
We also calculated the relative orientation between the
inner sheet and the outer sheet. By superimposing the outer
sheet of the average structure of the simulation with the x-ray
structure, we found that the inner sheet rotated clockwise
in the plane of the sheet. The out-of-plane rotation is not
as obvious as the in-plane motion. As seen in Table 3, the
monomeric state of the wild-type and V30M variant exhibit
;4 of clockwise rotation at 350 K with respect to the
corresponding tetrameric native state. The L55P-TTR mono-
mer gives rise to ;3 clockwise rotation during the simu-
lations at 300 K. However, at 350 K, the inner sheet in-plane
movement is dominated by translational motion toward the
FIGURE 5 Outer sheet twist. The average structures of simulation are
compared with the native structure. In the average structure, the overall
secondary structure is preserved; as a result, we can analyze the sheet
twisting using the average structure. The interstrand pairs are listed as
follows: 1), CB strand, Ala-29/Lys-48, Val-30/Gly-47, His-31/Ser-46, Phe-
33/Pro-43, Arg-34/Glu-42; 2), BE strand, Val-30/Ile-73, His-31/Glu-72,
Val-32/Val-71, Phe-33/Lys-70, Arg-34/Tyr-69, Lys-35/Ile-68; 3), EF
strand, Gly-67/Ala-97, Ile-68/Thr-96, Tyr-69/Phe-95, Lys-70/Val-94, Val-
71/Val-93, Glu-72/Glu-92, Ile-73/Ala-91.
TABLE 3 Sheet twist and relative orientation of the inner sheet
and outer sheet
TTR Trajectory uR uI uo
WT Nat. 30.73 31.52* 38.99* 19.07y
300 K 31.18 33.85 42.86 19.48
350 K 35.59 41.65 43.56 20.71
V30M Nat. 30.15 31.57 37.64 18.86
300 K 31.98 34.43 41.41 19.85
350 K 33.89 40.37 46.40 21.98
L55P Nat. 27.75 31.48 38.76 18.66
300 K 30.90 35.60 41.60 19.51
350 K 25.43 51.02 44.84 21.52
We compared the tetrameric native structure (Nat.) with the average
structures of the simulations at 300 and 350 K. The relative b-sheet
orientation is described by uR. The inner and outer sheet twist angle is
designated by uI and uo, respectively.
*PCA method. We used the strands B and F to calculate the overall twist of
the outer sheet whereas the inner sheet twisting is calculated using the A
and H strands.
yThe overall sheet twist calculated with the interstrand pair method. The
average value of the twist angles of all interstrand pairs throughout the sheet
is presented. All the angles are in units of degree.
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original monomer-monomer interface, accompanied by
slightly anticlockwise rotation.
Correlated motions
It is interesting to characterize the correlated motions during
the partially unfolding process. For most of the covariance
matrix analysis, such as quasiharmonic analysis, a prereq-
uisition is to superimpose the structure with a reference set to
eliminate the overall rotation; however, this protocol is not
unambiguous when the protein is partially unfolded because
the rigid body motion and the internal motion are not separ-
able in this case (35). In the IDE analysis, it is not necessary
to separate the overall rotation from the internal motion
before diagonalizing matrix P. The separability of these two
motions can be expressed as follows:
g ¼ +
n
i¼1
li

+
n3
i¼1
li;
where li is the eigenvalue of the ith mode, whereas n is the
total number of mode, and n  3 is the total number of mode
excluding the three rotational modes. The separability varies
from 114.1 for L55P-TTR at 300 K to 37.2 at 350 K, indi-
cating that the largest internal mode contains some feature of
rigid body motion when the protein partially unfolds.
Here we present IDE analysis for the trajectories collected
at 350 K. In terms of the cross-correlation coefﬁcient matrix,
the wild-type and its variant show some similar features.
However, the anticorrelated motions are more obvious for
L55P-TTR monomer. Anticorrelated motions tend to tear the
protein apart; therefore, we have observed the evident
anticorrelated manner in the L55P variant that exhibits the
largest unfolding yield. For the simulations of native states, it
has been found that regions of secondary structure move in
a correlated manner (48). As seen in Fig. 6 a, the strands C,
B, E, and F that form the outer sheet move in a correlated
manner; however, the strands A and H as well as the strands
G and H in the inner sheet move in an anticorrelated manner.
When the largest internal mode is excluded from the cross-
correlation coefﬁcient matrix, the anticorrelated motion is
not evident any more (data are not shown). This suggests that
the anticorrelated motions are dominant by the ﬁrst largest
internal mode. By visualizing the largest internal mode (Fig.
6 b), we found that along this mode, the strands A and G in
the inner sheet move toward the outer sheet, whereas the
intrasheet strand H move in the opposite direction, toward
the solvent. This motion results in a more twisted inner sheet.
Our observation of IDE analysis is consistent with the PCA
analysis on the sheet twisting. Hence, the dominant internal
mode during the unfolding process is to pull the H strand out
of the plane of inner sheet.
CONCLUSIONS
Under the partially denaturing conditions, L55P variant is
more labile than the wild-type and V30M variant. We have
observed that the D strand of WT-TTR is trapped in two local
minima: the native conformation and the amyloidogenic fold
FIGURE 6 (a) Cross-correlation coefﬁcient matrix between Ca atoms of L55P-TTRmonomer sampled at 350 K. The most correlated are in red, whereas the
most anticorrelated are in blue. The secondary structure is labeled at the bottom and the right. The strands are named from A to H and the helix is denoted by h.
(b) The L55P-TTR Ca displacements along the largest internal mode at 350 K. The x-ray structure is in yellow. The end structure,R9(t¼ 0), generated from the
IDE analysis is in red. The b-strands are named from A to H. The DAGH sheet is in the front whereas the CBEF sheet is in the back. The arrows schematically
show the direction of the movement.
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that resembles the surface loop of residues 54–55 of L55P
variant. In the tetrameric state, the F strand is bent with large
separations at the F-F9 interface. This strand becomes ﬂatter
in the monomeric state, which may facilitate the formation
of new F-F9 interface with possible prolonged hydrogen
bonds and/or shift in b-strand register in the ﬁbril state.
During the unfolding process, the anticorrelated motion
between the strands H and G as well as the strands H and A
pulls the H strand out of the inner sheet plane, leading to
a more twisted inner sheet. Our simulation has provided
important detailed structural information about the partially
unfolded state of TTR that may be related to the amyloido-
genic intermediates. In principle, the protocol developed by
Forman-Kay and co-workers to combine the experimental
spectroscopic data and computational approaches to charac-
terize the ensembles of structures representing the unfolded
state of an SH3 domain (49) can be applied to study the
partially unfolded state of TTR monomers and compared
with our simulations.
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